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A REMJNI SCENCE ON CASABLANCA
Howard L. Tomb
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iversal. I t is actually gaining in
p e ave seen it at least twice--some
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eeping softly in a corner when "The
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spano enon began in 1957, three months after
Bogart died at age 57. The Brattle Theater i n
ridge, assachusetts was--and is--an art cinema
that s o~ed Pellini, Truffaut and Ingmar Bergman films.
Cyrus

Harvey, Jr., own er of the theater, said:
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At some point, we thought we ought to bring in
some of the American films that hadn't been shown
that much •.. I think Casablanca was the first one
[of the Bogart films] we played. It was my
favorite. I thought that Bogart was the best
American actor who ever lived. And the picture
caught on very rapidly. The first time we played
it, there was a wonderful reaction. Then the
second, third, fourth and fifth times it took off.
The audience began to chant the lines. It was
more than just going to the movies. It was sort
of partaking in a ritual.
sablanca played for the first time at the Brattle
eater on April 21, 1957. It was so successful that
• rvard students held it over for a second week. Then
e Bogart festivals began, with six or eight of his
vies playing each semester during the final exam
e ek. The festivals would invariably cUlminate with
sablanca being shown.

~

Humphrey Bogart brought to the screen a
obination of independence, bravado, cynicism,
ghness and Americanism that none of his
temporaries had. Spencer Tracy, Gary Cooper, Jimmy
_ewart and Clark Gable were just as popular--but when
the last time the theater had a Cooper film
estival? No better vehicle exists for the independent
eater owner than old movies that can be rented for a
ng and shown to audiences as first-run films. Bogart
lasted; the others have not.
still, why is Casablanca so beloved by its
iences? What gives it such a smooth veneer, such
_h istication, such elegance? The costumes,
icularly those worn by the men, had a certain
i na. Humphrey Bogart looked as if he'd been born
i ng a white dinner jacket. The flashback to Paris
s him in a double-breasted, pin-striped suit,
_ ed off with a white handkerchief and a boutonniere,
l ess. And, of course, there is the signature trench
t as he's saying his last goodbye to Ingr id
~~-a n ••• and to Major strasser.
The trench coat has
ained an integral part of our wardrobes to this day,
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Two days after Christmas in 1941 Warner Brothers,
at the direction of Hal Wallis, bought Everybody Comes
to Rick's for $20,000. Before shooting began, he
changed the title to Casablanca.
(One of the
executives at Warner Brothers wanted to go back to,the
original title, because he thought people would thlnk
of Casablanca as a Mexican beer.)
It's difficult to say how much the final film
version owes to the original script, since the movie
puts an entirely different spin on the story. In the
play Ingrid Bergman's lIsa is a woman of questionable
virtue--not exactly a prostitute, but probably at least
a courtesan. In Paris she has cheated on Rick with
handsome, charming but dumb Henri. That's what drives
Rick to north Africa. When they meet again, she takes
Rick's room key when he offers it, with the memorable
line, "My heart did flip flops when you came down the
stairs." In the movie Rick would never give lIsa his
key, and her character would never utter such a
deathless line. What Bergman does say is: "The day
you left Paris, if you knew what I went through!
If
you knew how much I loved you, how much I still love
you!" At the end of the play lIsa refuses to leave
w~th Vi~to; La~zlo, telling Rick she must stay with
h1m; R1ck s b1zarre response is, "Darling, for me
you :e a personal earthquake." Let's try:
"Here's
look1ng at you, kid."
Joan Alison married and went on to more fruitful
e1ndeavors. But Murray Burnett kept trying to get the
p ay produced. In 1991 when B
tt
ihedPlay was finally pe~formed ~~~etheW~~r:~ i7ars,old,
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steiner used the popular songs of the day as
background music in the cafe. They included "Crazy
Rhythm", "I'm Just Wild About Harry", "Heaven Can
Wait", "Love for Sale", "Avalon", "If I Could Be With
You One Hour Tonight", "You Must Have Been A Beautiful
Baby" and "It Had To Be You." The setting seems more
like home at the canteen than in some dark nightclUb in
a foreign place.
Wallis also had steiner mix in "The Marseillaise"
almost as much as "As Time Goes By", indicating the
hope for an Allied victory. The last scene proceeds
from "As Time Goes By" as the plane takes off to "The
Marseillaise" as Bogart and Rains disappear into the
fog.
While Wallis made it happen, like all producers he
had to rely on the talent of his director to bring the
story into focus. Most movie reviews treat the script
as being sUbordinate to the genius of the director.
This is not the case with a play; the playwright is
always featured over the title. He is responsible for
the creation of the work, and without him there would
be no body of work. Who remembers the original
director of Long Days Journey Into Night, Death of a
Salesman or The Glass Menagerie? Or, for that matter,
Hamlet or the Scottish play?
Before "talkies" the director was in complete
control of the film-making process, so there is
historical precedent for his being in charge. His is
the last name in the beginning credits. He is the
visible presence on the set; he is there for every shot
made.
It is his voice that instructs, "That's a take.
Print it."
Michael Curtiz, the director of Casablanca, was
born December 24, 1888, in Budapest. He directed 60
films in Europe, then did 100 more in America--making
him one of the world's most prolific directors. He did
westerns, mysteries, comedies, horror films, whatever-a veritable goulash of genres. Some American examples
are: Mammy, Dr. X, The Adventures of Robin Hood, White
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have been involved in the Casablanca screenplay,
although--other than the original playwrights--the
Epstein twins and Howard Koch are the only
screenwriters named in the final version.
Julius and Phil Epstein were wizards at adapting
plays for the screen. They were 34, identical twins,
and finished each others sentences. Julius claims that
he and his brother wrote all of Casablanca and that
Howard Koch had little, if anything, to do with it. He
said that Warner Brothers studio always knew who did
what, and promoted them to producer status just after
Casablanca was completed.
"They gave us new contracts.
They even gave us our own bungalow with
fireplaces ... Howard Koch shouldn't have received any
credit, because you don't get named unless you do at
least 30% of the script. He never came close. No
way." Koch had been brought in to work on a script
already drafted by the Epsteins, and he saw it as his
task to "shape the film's politics." When pressed he
could not recall which lines precisely were written by
him.
The disagreement about who wrote the screenplay
for Casablanca has become more intense over time.
In
the beginning, no writer wanted his name attached to a
movie that seemed by many doomed. Humphrey Bogart and
Ingrid Bergman met for lunch to discuss the movie
before shooting actually started. They agreed that the
dialogue was ridiculous and the story line so cliched
that all either of them wanted was to get out of doing
the picture.
The Epsteins twins were both witty and clever.
They wrote a warm welcoming letter to a young contract
actor whom they knew on a purloined piece of Jack
Warner's personal stationery. They ended their epistle
with:
"Our publicity department has decided that your
n ame is bad for the box office. From now on you will
n ot be known as Robert Hutton, but Robert Rabinowitz "
There i~ one particular story about Jack warner·
and screenwr~ters that Julius Epstein has told
repeatedly:
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order: Everything from Clark Clifford proclaiming his
innocence in the BCC! scandal, to the indignation of
Nobel Prize winner Dr. David Baltimore in refusing to
accept blame for a faked scientific paper, and even to
Notre Dame's contract to have its Saturday football
games televised without having to share the revenue
with other colleges. Closer to home, these words were
used to describe the escapades of our own Marvin Warner
and Charles Keating.
Rains' character, Captain Renault, never says
anything straightforward; the lines are full of doubleentendre. And he delivers them deliciously. When he
meets Major strasser at the airport: "You may find the
climate of Casablanca a trifle warm." strasser
replies, "Oh, we Germans must get used to all climates,
from Russia to the Sahara. But perhaps you were not
referring to the weather." Renault: "What else, my
dear Major?" strauss: "By the way, the murder of the
couriers, what has been done?" Renault: "Realizing
the importance of the case, my men are rounding up
twice the usual suspects."
One cannot hear that sparkling dialogue without
thinking vintage Epstein. Later in the movie, when
Renault introduces Rick to strasser, he says, "We are
very honored tonight, Rick. Major strasser is one of
the reasons the Third Reich enjoys the reputation it
has today."
Renault is radiantly corrupt, as shown in a short
exchange between himself and one of his lieutenants:
"Excuse me, Captain, another visa problem has come up."
Renault, admiring himself in the mirror, replies "Show
her in."
'
, Rains was E~glish culture playing a French
pollceman--and wIth a decidedly British accent. Like
;~~YdI~~~t he created his own persona with panache.
hi s daUgh~e~O
s<?hool f,ast the second grade," recalls
All but two die~SSl~:.
He was,one of twelve children.
a speech impedim~nt." had a serIOUS cockney accent and
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Despite the efforts of the Epsteins, Bergman did
get stuck with some pretty bad lines. She claimed most
of her dialogue was "pure hokum." For example:
Was that cannon fire or just my heart pounding? .•
Kiss me, kiss me as though it were the last time . . . .
Victor, please don't go to the Underground tonight.
A franc for your thoughts.
She was supposed to be the most beautiful woman in
Europe, although she felt she looked like a mi lkmaid.
There is some truth to that observati on. She looks
like the girl your mother says you must remember to
dance with at dancing school. She's a little bit too
large and somewhat clumsy. Also, her parents are your
parents' best friends. So you do her a favor, and ask
her to dance. But just one dance. She looks into your
eyes, puts her head on your shoulder, you can smell her
hair, and, for the first time in your life, you're
hopelessly in love. This happened allover America
when young men and old men saw Ingrid Bergman in
Casablanca.
Apparently, she had a natural glow--not only on
the screen but off. "She always looked so clean and
well scrubbed," said Jean Burt, Bergman's hairdresser
in Casablanca and Saratoga Trunk. "It seemed
r i diculous and a waste of time to shampoo her hair,
because it always looked so clean." Twenty years after
Casablanca Burt remembered how unusual Bergman was,
with her refusal to wear makeup and her lack of concern
whether her socks matched. She demanded no privileges.
Bergman was born in Stockholm in 1915 and became
an orphan at age nine. Her aunt, who adopted her, died
soon afterward, and she moved in with another aunt and
uncle who already had five children of their own. It's
i t tle wonder she was insecure for the rest of her
' f ee She married a dentist, Petter Lindstrom, the
=i r st man who took her out on a date.
Lindstrom told a biographer that his wife worked
when she was in love with her co-star or her
1r ector. After each movie was completed, these
i ai sons ended abruptly. Gary Cooper, after Saratoga

~ st
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said rather graciously, "All one needs is to have
Ingrid Bergman look at you the way she looked at me."
She was natural and radiant at the same time.
Also in Casablanca she was lust in a white dress.
Fay
wray~-of King Kong fame--desc~ibed Ingrid Ber~an as
having a quality that was Itsp1ritual and phys1cal at
the same time. She seemed not an actress. She seemed
very real, not like she was performing at all. 1t
Pauline Kael agreed, saying:
Bergman had a physical awkwardness on the stage
and in her early films, but the beauty of her face
obviated it. In Casablanca her physical movements
are not very expressive, but you really didn't
care.
On the screen there was clearly a chemistry
between Bogart and Bergman.
It was intangible. Why it
happens, nobody knows.
But you do know it was there.
There were many attempts at remaking Casablanca for the
stage, screen and television. They all failed. Julius
Epstein says this is because Bogart and Bergman can
never be replicated.
Humphrey Bogart's presence holds the film
together. He defines the story by his authoritative
performance.
It could have been very different.
Louella Parsons in her gossip column had bruited that
the part of Rick in the forthcoming Casablanca was to
be played by Ronald Reagan. Just imagine if the movie
had made a star of him. He probably would have
remained in Hollywood and a Democrat, and--who knows?-we might have had Humphrey Bogart as President for
eight years.
George Raft was seriously considered for the role
of Rick, particularly by Jack Warner.
But if Bogart
had a limited acting range, Raft had no range at all.
~e could play ga~gsters and thugs, and that was about
1t. He once adm1tted to Warner that he could barely
:.e~d and never learned to write, except a scribbled
s1ncerely yours" for fan pictures. His contract
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Mantee made him a movie star.
Br oadway again.

He never went back to

During the filming of Casablanca Bogart was
married to Mayo Methot. They both drank a great deal
and continually fought with each other. He
affectionately referred to her as "Sluggo". Mayo was
a l coholic and jealous of her husband's success. She
appeared on the Casablanca set unexpectedly, hoping to
f i nd Bogart and his co-star involved in some sort of
compromising position. In fact, he never laid a hand
on Bergman, except when the script called for it.
Bergman would say afterward, "I kissed him, but I never
knew him."
Bogart's drinking made him cross and angry and, in
the end, not very interesting. "The trouble with
Bogart," said restauranteur Dave Chasen, "is that after
eleven p.m. he thinks he's Bogart." However, on the
set he performed professionally, and was never "under
the weather." He found peace later in life with his
third wife, Lauren Bacall. She was only 19 when they
met on the set of To Have And Have Not. Howard Hawkes,
the director of that film, recalls, "The funny thing is
that Bogie fell in love with the character she played.
She had to keep playing it for the rest of her life."
Humphrey Bogart had integrity and was always known
t o keep his word. In many ways Bogart was Rick Blaine.
Casablanca was made under strict studio control,
as all movies were in 1942. It was filmed completely
i n Warner Brothers' back lot, except for the initial
a irport sequence when Major strasser arrives. Today
t here are often huge cost overruns from needless exotic
l ocation shots. The book The Devil's Candy--about the
making of the film A Bonfire Of The Vanities--reveals
t hat the opening scene showing a Pan Am plane landing
over New York cost $80,000. The reason it was so
expensive was that it was shot from the nose of the
e agle atop the Chrysler Building. This was for a 37s econd spot.
The total cost to produce Casablanca was $878,000.
I t was completed in 59 days--11 over schedule. A
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knew what was going on in Casablanca at the time.
Nobody had ever been to Casab1anca ..• There was
never a German who appeared in Casablanca for the
duration of the entire war, and we had the Germans
marching around with medals and epaulets.
Furthermore, there were never any such things as
letters of transit around which the entire plot
revolved ... The movie is completely phony.
This humble writer disagrees. The dialogue is so
swift you don't even see it coming. It's always
advancing the story and its characters. The
existential exchange between Rick and Yvonne, his
"amour du jour," is one of the favorites:
Yvonne, tearily:

"Where were you last night?"

Rick, his back to her:
don't remember."

"That's so long ago I

(Pause. )
Yvonne:

"will I see you tonight?"

Rick, matter-of-factly:
far ahead."

"I never make plans that

Then there's the splendid jousting between Rick and
Renault:
Renault:
"What in heaven's name brought you to
Casablanca?"
Rick:
"My health.
waters."

I came to Casablanca for the

Renault:
desert."

What waters?

Rick:

"Waters?

We're in the

"I was misinformed."

I f Julius Epstein could write like that then he
c ertainly deserved the Academy Award fo~ Best
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